W
hat delights me about The Argonauts is that it does something so obvious and so rare -and so very welcome: it combines high theory and the everyday. It does -not just illustrates but actually seems to performwhat life feels like to me, with its immingling of lofty thought, the quotidian, close attention to words and ideas and stray thoughts, and desire. And it does this largely through form, the way it both (at the same time) blends and refuses genre. The way it seems to skip around from one thought or story to another -in the very way one might turn one's attention to different eventualities and possibilities (and impossibilities) in a day -and by doing one thing and then another making them connect by virtue of contiguity.
The title of the book comes from Roland Barthes's evocation of what is known philosophically as the paradox of Theseus' ship, which is a paradox of identity: can something (the ship the Argo) still be known and called by the same name if all its parts have changed? Nelson's book borrows this concept from Barthes and also, in many ways, its structure. For example, like A Lover's Discourse, The Argonauts performs a theoretical conversation by referring to others whose ideas one is engaging with in the text's margins. These are not exactly scholarly references ("It's a philosophical memoir with lots of ideas but zero footnotes" (Brennan 20) ), but naming, making a web of the people in the room (as it were). "Intertextuality abounds in The Argonauts" (Gilmore, "Life of the Body"). Yet it confounds scholarly structure.
If we are thinking about how we might make sense of the "narrative" of this book, the flow of one anecdote or thought or story to another, we might look to the section called "How this Book is Constructed" in which we read that "to discourage the temptation of meaning, it was necessary to choose an absolutely insignificant order." This is Roland Barthes who in A Lover's Discourse goes on to explain where the anecdotes, thoughts, and ideas come from:
In order to compose this amorous subject, pieces of various origin have been "put together." Some come from ordinary reading 
THEORY AND THE EVERYDAY
The marginal mentions in The Argonauts do seem very much like conversations: this is whom I am in dialogue with in thinking on this point or that idea; this is who has inspired this perception, this is whom I must ventriloquize to make my thoughts clear … "The references supplied in this fashion are not authoritative but amical" (8-9), explains Barthes about his own marginal mentions ("zero footnotes"). Nelson herself comments on the intimacy of this kind of referencing: "I also think of the names in the margin as another scene of family-making" ("Diary, Theory, Poem, Memoir").
The Argonauts confounds scholarly form not only in refusing footnotes but in (anyway) engaging the words and ideas of myriad others, and not only those whose ideas are validated by academic pedigree -some are acquaintances, friends, experts outside the realm of scholarly thought, poets, her partner -and also in not having a point: no overarching claim that is being pushed and proved. At least, not in any methodical way. It is also not a story -neither fiction nor non-fiction -that we might recognize as developing, having a trajectory; nothing so old fashioned or familiar as a beginning, middle, and end: "a horizontal discourse" is how Barthes puts it, "no transcendence, no deliverance, no novel" (7).
The Argonauts refuses form in a way that parallels how Maggie's and Harry's bodies and identities refuse taxonomy: "not on the way to anywhere," she quotes her lover Harry as saying when pressed about where he might be in his gender transition. Queer, of course, is the rubric for these refusals and resistances. In other words, it might look like the same thing -family or femininity, memoir or monograph … but it is not the same thing, depending on who is doing it, who is doing it with whom, and how they are thinking about it. It has new parts. (But it is still the Argo.) And new ways of expressing. New ways of being expressed. New ways of being seen and understood. "Nelson's Argo is her queer family unit, a home and way of being in relation and in the world" (Gilmore, "Life of the Body"). Maggie is pregnant at the same time that Harry is having his surgery. Although they are both having experiences of their bodies stretching beyond what they have previously known them to be, one is more normatively recognizable. Pregnancy is the more categorically fathomable shape shifting. They are mistaken as a heteronormative couple; they are also mistaken as a lesbo-normative couple. Harry is mistaken for a man, who just doesn't have a matching manly name on his driver's licence. Maggie is mistaken for a pregnant woman and a mother who, with her man, is doing it all in the same old wonted way. This is the puzzle presented in the book: the paradox of how we might understand or recognize queerness when it looks conventional.
Nearly all commentary on The Argonauts refers to its genre bending, for example: "Genres in this book are bent beyond recognition; boundaries are transcended and ignored" (Szalai) and: "While many critics call this book a memoir, I see it as more of a genre-bender" (Hagan 39 ). The term "genre bending" is a not very oblique reference to the still fairly recent, yet nevertheless now practically dated, concept of "gender bending," and some commentary refers more directly to the text as gender bending: "this gender-bending memoir" (de León). Genre and gender are the same word, "a kind" or "type," and come from the same root (the root "gen" means to give birth, beget). And: "Neither genre nor gender is as categorically stable as common usage tends to imply" (Stevens) .
The book is a paradox not only of content but also of genre. The title, The Argonauts, in referring to a structure -a ship -is also referring to a genre. In other words, genre works in precisely this way: it has a rough structure and with it a name. Those things that fit into the rubric of that structure are called by that name; at the same time, what is claimed and named under that structure changes the category. Maggie Nelson calls The Argonauts "autotheory," a combination of autobiography and critical theory. But by using critical theory in her autobiographical account she is stretching the category of autobiography (and possibly also of critical theory). Like the Argo and its theory and the everyday commutable parts, once we have an idea of the genre -even an innovation of a genre -it can do almost anything and still be that name. Nelson conjures Eve Sedgwick's concept of queer as "a kind of placeholder -a nominative, like Argo, willing to designate molten or shifting parts" (29). At the same time, naming a category transforms the contents. Of pictures in an exhibition, Nelson observes that "Some of the subjects of Puppies and Babies may not identify as queer, but it doesn't matter: the installation queers them" (72).
So, even if Maggie Nelson finds it "a little romantic" to let "an individual experience of desire take precedence over a categorical one," in the way that she cites both Djuna Barnes and Gertrude Stein preferred to claim their love for their particular lover (Thelma for Djuna; Alice for Gertrude) "rather than identify as a lesbian," and even if Nelson is "taken aback" at the imputation that her relationship with Harry might be a lesbian one ("Soon after we got together, we attended a dinner party at which a […] woman who'd known Harry for some time turned to me and said, 'So, have you been with other women, before Harry?' I was taken aback" (8)), her book is nevertheless engaged in some lesbian practices. That is, there is a legacy of generic autobiographical messiness when it comes to representing lesbian lives.
Historically, women have never had a straightforward or comfortable relationship with the genre of autobiography, and even women whose proximity to the category lesbian comes from refusing it or kicking against it have had to come up with novel names and methods to do their life writing. There are some obvious historical progenitors, including the life writing of Gertrude Stein and Djuna Barnes. The genre paradox of The Autobiography of Alice B. Toklas is that it is written by Gertrude Stein. "For Stein," Leigh Gilmore tells us, "lesbianism is not an identity with a predictable content, and neither is autobiography. Rather, both become occasions for experimentation" ("Signature" 72). Audre Lorde invented a new category for a book that could contain the story of her life as a black lesbian: she referred to her book Zami as a "biomythography." There are myriad examples (see Pearl) . Including Djuna Barnes' nearly inscrutable caricature à clef, Ladies Almanack.
I am aware that I am in danger of being among those blinded by the tyranny of identitarianism, whom Nelson cites dismissively when she describes how some people respond to the philosopher Judith Butler, that despite "whatever words come out of her mouth […] certain listeners hear only one thing: lesbian, lesbian, lesbian" (54). Of course, what I am referring to as lesbian pressures on autobiographical form are in many ways what we would now refer to as queer. (And indeed it does now seem that Gertrude Stein was probably more queer than lesbian -or, and this anyway is what is pertinent here, that her writing was.) And that the generic messiness associated with lesbian life writing is now legible as an anticipation of a queer (or queered) genre.
Is this the same ship -here with continuous parts yet called by a different name?
Queerness, however, is not just a category or a name; it describes the undoing, the fluctuation of parts. If it is a classification that attempts to capture something shifting and subversive and untamed, then it does the work of what naming (and taming) an affect -or feelingmight do: it harnesses something wild, something that only truculently obeys boundaries and borders.
The reference to the Argo, the ship that is always called the Argo, and is recognizable as the Argo, even when it has none of its original components, is a metaphor that works for many of the queer collocations and conventions that Nelson interrogates and reimagines, deploying theory, poetry, and anecdote to do the reimagining; however, we might recall that it was originally introduced to defend and reanimate the most cliched and worn-out phrase and feeling around: "I love you."
A day or two after my love pronouncement, now feral with vulnerability, I sent you the passage […] in which Barthes describes how the subject who utters the phrase "I love you" is like "the Argonaut renewing pearl his ship during its voyage without changing its name." (5) I have said this book is about structure, about form, and about genre; it is also about feelings. Which are also structured, also formed. And also have an originary existence.
In seeming sagacity of the Argo-paradox as it pertains to language and love, Freud tells us that "Even in its caprices the usage of language remains true to some kind of reality." "Thus," he continues, it gives the name of "love" to a great many kinds of emotional relationship which we too group together theoretically as love; but then again it feels a doubt whether this love is real, true, actual love, and so hints at a whole scale of possibilities within the range of the phenomena of love. (141) Is "I love you" always already a worn-out phrase? Does it have a referent: does the signifier of the phrase have a signified in a feeling? Is it old or new -the same name but obsolete parts? "I thought the [Barthes] passage was romantic," Nelson writes. "You read it as a possible retraction" (5).
Freud explains that even though we give up our formative erotic attachment to our parents, it nevertheless persists in shadow and echo in all and any adult love: "It is well known," Freud writes, "that the earlier 'sensual' tendencies remain more or less preserved in the unconscious, so that in a certain sense the whole of the original current continues to exist" (Freud 142) . (Maggie and Harry themselves discover that the imprint of erstwhile attachment is not easily erased: early in their relationship they are "crestfallen" when they learn that the cost of removing "the names and images of others" tattooed on Harry's body is too dear and accept "the improbability of ever completely eradicating the ink" (6).)
We might be able to queer marriage and queer the couple and motherhood and the body, but can we queer feelings? It may be disappointing to conclude that there is no queer love -there is only that ordinary love that everyone feels and everyone expresses with the same words. It may be that we feel it differently, more deeply, more magnificently than anyone ever has felt it before, but literature (for example) tells us otherwise. That whatever intoxication we experience is just that. (Freud likens being in love to hypnosis -a kind of rudderless ensorcelled submission .)
Perhaps this is what The Argonauts is doing, besides exciting us with its innovative amalgam of genres and gender, something more quotidian than queer. Which anyway is what Maggie Nelson has been telling us all along, that whatever we think we are innovating or learning, we are probably telling ourselves something we already knew, again: "Sometimes one has to know something many times over. Sometimes one forgets, and then remembers. And then forgets, and then remembers. And then forgets again" (18).
Nelson reassures us, however, that this relentless repetition is "not because one is stupid or obstinate or incapable of change, but because such revisitations constitute a life" (112). Which is a relief, because if we imagine we can redo or renew or rebuild love with new parts or new names -queer the ordinary and the conventional and the universal and by doing so somehow satisfy or restructure our original frustrated yet pure and untested devotions that we have had to absorb in order to disavow and then figure out how to reattach to a new object -well: that ship has sailed.
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